
Gunnebo Industries is proud to present its latest innovation – the ROV Retrieve shackle no. 861.
The Gunnebo Industries ROV Retrieve Shackle no.861 has no loose parts, in its closed or opened 
position, therefore there is no need for wires or monkey fists that will risk snagging or getting in 
the way. 

Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are underwater robots that allow controllers of subsea lifting 
and rigging operations to be located above water. All ROVs contain some sort of visual device, 
such as a camera, for the controller to see under water. Additional tools and grip vary for different 
types of ROVs. The new Gunnebo Industries ROV shackle is designed to make the ROVs rigging 
operation efficient and safe, particularly when retrieving and lifting objects from the seabed. 
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Innovative ROV Retrieve Shackle for critical subsea lifting 
and rigging operations 



The strength of the ROV Retrieve shackle no. 861 is the simplicity of its innovative design. With the 
ROV Retrieve Shackle no.861 valuable time and money can be saved, since there is no need for 
complicated and expensive hydraulic shackles. Thanks to the design with no loose parts, in closed 
or opened position, there is no need for wires or monkey fists that will risk snagging or getting in 
the way during critical subsea lifting and rigging operations.

The high visibility handles are close-die forged and has double safety functions – a shark tooth 
locking with indicator that will show if the shackle is in open or locked position, as well as a spring 
loaded handle. To provide a good grip for the ROV unit the ROV Retrieve Shackle no.861 has a 
2-piece V-designed handle that can only be turned while pressed together.

All Gunnebo Industries shackles have unique marking for easy traceability. Thanks to the high 
quality material and innovative design the shackles can operate in demanding environments and 
is also impact tested down to -40 ºC to fulfill strict offshore specifications.

Gunnebo Industries is global leader in innovating, developing, manufacturing, and selling pro-
ducts for material handling and other related applications. The company has production facilities 
located in Sweden, Norway, and the USA where products such as blocks, chain, sheaves, 
components for chain- and wire rope slings, lifting points, and shackles are manufactured. 
With 10 sales offices covering every continent, as well as partners and distributors in additional 
50 countries, products are made available wherever in the world they are needed. The quality of 
Gunnebo Industries’ products and expertise ensures safe and efficient operations, every time, in 
every situation.

For more information about the Gunnebo Industries ROV Retrieve Shackle no.861 contact:

Claes Sörebo, Product and Marketing Manager at Gunnebo Industries.   
E-mail: claes.sorebo@gunneboindustries.com
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